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Ecole la Cachette France 



 
 The new school La Cachette was built in 1988. The previous school 

was situated just above , in a very busy street ( up to 2200 cars per 
day) The buildings were also very old ( over 100 years) . The new 
buildings are situated just nearby the previous ones, in a very calm 
and peaceful atmosphere. The architects had worked with teachers 
and parents and built a very original but comfortable and practical 
school. Original because the structure of the school itself , because of 
the bright colors used for the paintings and also because of the 2 large 
patios inside the school( where trees had been planted) which bring 
light to the building. Practical because of very well-thought rooms like 
a large play room to practice sport, a sleeping room for the little ones ,  
and a beautiful library built upstairs .  

 Our school always tries to offer its pupils new projects and various 
experiences to help them to open their mind to the wide world. 
 

A brief historical review 



 

 

The school was built in 1912 , there were 2 separate buildings , one for girls and one for boys.  

Then , they built an extension, and finally decided to build a new one , below the busy road ,The new building opened its 

doors in 1988.The old buildings have been turned into flats for low income families. 



The new building 
  

     The entry                                the school seen from the road 

The school now welcomes a little more than  

150 pupils from the age of 2 to the age of 11. 

 It has 7 seven classes and 9 teachers (7 + 1 extra  

teacher to help us and 1 headmaster )This extra  

teacher is because our town has recently entered  

The REP system ( réseau d’écoles prioritaires) : 

Priority Schools Resort , 



Playgrounds 

In our school , there are 2 
different playgrounds : 
one for the 
kindergarten   

 

 and one for the 

primary pupils. 

 



Kindergarten playground 



Inside the school :  kindergarten side 
3 classes 

          The entry hall                            

The very little ones ‘ classroom: 

We welcome children after their  

Second birthday , if they don’t wear 

nappies anymore... 



Kindergarten's classrooms 

The four and five years-old classroom 

The three and four years-old classroom 



Inside the school : primary side 4 classes  

 
 
The six and seven years-old classroom 

The seven and eight years-old classroom 



The nine and ten years-old classroom  

The eight and nine years-old classroom 



The other rooms :  

On top of the school a little library where pupils can read and borrow books to take 
home .It also welcomes pupils for after school activities. 

The headmaster's desk , he shares it  
with his secretary Priscilla. 

A large room that we can use as an indoor 
playground or gymnastic room or showroom... 



Our computers room… 

is now a dormitory for the kinderkarten 

 pupils,the computers have been 

 shared into the different classrooms  

of the school… 



School activities : 

videoconferences 

International puppet  
show in Charleville 

Ice skating 

Pedagogical 

circus show in 

Reims 



Rythmic gymnastic , draughts 

 tornament,learning how to 

 become a good pedestrian with  

our local policemen,breeding frogs, 

Getting presents from Father Christmas 

and many more… 



Nouzonville 
And now some views of 
Nouzonville. 

The town has about 6 000 
habitants. 

It used to be an industrial 
town but now nearly all 
the metal industries have 
closed down. 

Here you can see the 
townhall, freshly 
renovated. 



Nouzonville 
Situated on the banks of 
the river Meuse, 
Nouzonville is the 6th town 
of Les Ardennes by its size. 

Here you can see the 
bridge over the Meuse and 
view of the lake called « le 
Pachy » also a pathway 
through the forest and a 
view from the sky. 



Leisures 
 Nouzonville is a very sportive 

town. 

 You can enjoy many different 
sports via many associations 
such as : 

 Gymnastics (see the 
gymnasium) dancing fitness 

 Judo, karate 

 Boxing 

 Athletics 

 Tennis 

 Swimming,cycling along the                         
river Meuse 

  Football 



Old views of Nouzonville 

 

A factory nearby where our 
school is situated now. 
 
Up : the streets la Chappe and la 
Lorraine  
Middle:street Villeneuve 
Down: the castle Crepel 



Various views of the town and its 
surroundings 


